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Masters of Cancel Culture
— by, Joel Francis, Th.M. © 2021
MAO ZEDONG: ONE WHO DEMANDED WORSHIP
Mao said: “The Communist Party must control the guns.”
— The US is falling fast into Communism, as the
government’s “solution” to protecting us from attacks is to
take away our rights to self-defense. Another sign the US
is becoming a carbon copy of Communism is that one
highly paid government bureaucrat, with close ties to
multi-billionaires, has become the dictator over a key
aspect of healthcare. Any dissent from this quasiworshiped government “expert” is met with harsh derision
and the canceling of Free Speech.
I have met numerous victims of Communism, including a
very kind Chinese pastor. This man’s “crime” was
believing in Jesus Christ, as this was a
perceived threat to Mao Zedong. The
Communists tortured him by lifting him o the
ground by his thumbs tied behind his back,
including many other forms of torture. As with
all Communists, China accuses Christians of
false charges such as being an enemy of the
state or an insurrectionist. Once Mao had
control of the guns, he went on to kill millions
of Chinese Christians. Mao criticized the USA of
“imperialism” and “exploitation” yet his Party today has
global reach and has exploited and murdered tens of
millions of people.
Chairman Mao claimed to empathize with Blacks in the
US. What liberals fail to admit is that Mao created many
anti-Black immigration policies. Mao and his backers
exploited the su ering of the US Black community for their
own gain. Mao enacted this brutal “Cancel Culture” after
being put into power by elite wealthy Westerners. These
men were experts in media, propaganda, and nance.
They hated Jesus Christ and His followers. Mao was a
willing tool for these globalists.
THE POPULAR TV HOST & 1,500 ISRAELI RABBIS
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During a recent program, a popular US TV news host,
Tucker Carlson, spoke out against the strategy of ooding
the US with immigrants in order to disenfranchise current
voters. [1] The “Cancel Culture” reaction to him was fast
and harsh. [2] The CEO of a Jewish advocacy group

falsely accused Tucker of advocating for white supremacy.
Tucker, meanwhile, repeatedly made clear he was not
supporting white supremacy.
This CEO, with a listed salary of over $815,000 [3] did not
stop with the baseless white supremacy charge. He called
for Tucker to be red —a.k.a., Canceled. This in uential
CEO, and his NGO, have succeeded in “canceling” other
in uencers over perceived threats in the past.
Tucker is pro-Zionist and he found support from over
1,500 traditional orthodox Israeli rabbis. As reported in a
major Israeli paper, these rabbis wrote a strong letter to
this powerful Jewish NGO, stating it had committed,
“grossly misplaced charges of antisemitism” and that the
NGO had become “markedly partisan” under this current
CEO. [4]
These orthodox rabbis had several good reasons to write
such a strong letter:
1. Anti-Semitism is real and has tragically lead to violence,
as seen in several synagogue shootings.
2. When Jewish leaders falsely accuse
others of anti-Semitism or white
supremacy, and try to “cancel” someone’s
career, it only feeds a growing resentment
of those supporting “Cancel Culture.”
3. Further, this growing resentment against
false accusations of racism and canceling
of Free Speech can lead victims to wrongly
view all Jews as supporters of Cancel Culture.
JEWS DIFFER ON THE SAME TOPIC
There are a growing number of Anti-Semites who claim
Cancel Culture is a Jewish versus Gentile battle. AntiSemites often fail to see that the Cancel Culture battle has
long been alive even within the Judaic community. Here
are two recent examples:
First, Joel Pollak, an observant Jew, is a talented
communicator who recently wrote an article, “POLLAK:
I’M A JEW. STOP CALLING ME AN ANTISEMITE”. [5] In
this article, Pollak gives many good reasons why it is
fallacious to consider Trump and his supporters as bigots
and anti-Semitic. He also points out that Breitbart News
was founded in Israel by two Jewish men: Andrew
Breitbart and Larry Solov.
Liberal Jews who claim Breitbart News is anti-Semitic or
supports “white supremacy” are grossly inaccurate.
The majority of Jews in the US are liberal as ~78%+

transgressions. [13]

Although I am a conservative, I stand with the liberal Jews
who disagree with the Dec. 2019 Executive Order (EO) by
President Trump which was touted as being against antiSemitism on college campuses. However, liberal Jewish
groups correctly saw Trump’s EO as curbing the Free
Speech rights of Jewish students. [7]

Stephen’s nal speech in Acts 7 exempli es that
followers of Jesus Christ, when persecuted, courageously
speak the Truth in love.

However, the EO supporters, including many conservative
Jews, in classic Hegelian dialectical style claim it does
not take away Free Speech rights. But, this EO does
rmly remove the Free Speech rights of Jews and others.
Jews on campuses are no longer allowed to publicly
support the Boycott, Divestiture, and Sanctions (BDS)
movement that protests against the State of Israel’s
maltreatment of Palestinians, etc. Further, this EO
recognizes US Jews as a protected “nationality.”
The State of Israel not only denigrates Palestinians, it has
supported the racist Apartheid government of South
Africa through arms and technology sales, etc. [8] [9] The
oppressed South Africans have not forgotten
this relationship. [10]

Saul would later become a believer in Jesus Christ. The
Apostle Paul (fmr. Saul) went from canceling (killing) to
being a persecuted ambassador of the King of kings. [14]
Joe Rogan recently asked a popular orthodox Jew, Ben
Shapiro, “What do you think he (Jesus) was?” Shapiro
answered, “Historically, I believe he was a Jew who tried
to lead a revolt against the Romans and got killed for His
trouble…” [15] Shapiro’s sources are wrong. Jesus and
His followers never revolted against the Romans. In fact,
Jesus returned in great power via the Romans in 70 AD to
judge Jerusalem & the temple, fully ending the Old
Covenant system, exactly as Jesus prophesied 40 years
prior. [16] Those who called for the deaths of Jesus and
Stephen were masterful propagandists even as Saul was
prior to his conversion.
Today’s media & liberal leaders are trying
to cancel all conservatives by falsely
accusing them of racism, violence, and
revolt. Similar lies and false accusations
were used in the murder of over 65 million
Russian Christians. [17]

Today, Americans, whether conservative or
liberal, should be free to boycott the State of
Israel or any nation without losing speaking
fees or government contracts.
I have paid my respects to Jews and others
who were killed in Mauthausen, a Nazi
concentration camp. After seeing the horri c result of
where canceling freedom of expression takes a nation, no
Jew should ever be canceled for speaking against or
boycotting whatever they choose. Hitler loved and used
“Cancel Culture.”
MASTERS OF CANCEL CULTURE
In the rst century, Saul was also an advocate for Cancel
Culture. Saul was an elite in the Judaic culture: “… a
Hebrew of Hebrews, as concerning the law, a Pharisee.”
[11]
He was also a violent blasphemer, and a persecutor. [12]
Clarke’s commentary states he desired to exterminate all
believers in Christ.
One of the victims of Saul’s violence was Stephen, a Holy
Spirit lled man from Saul’s culture. Culturally, Saul &
Stephen were very similar, but spiritually they were
kingdoms apart. Stephen knew the Tanakh (Genesis—
Malachi) just as Saul did, however Stephen correctly
interpreted the prophets who spoke of Jesus Christ as the
One despised, rejected, and wounded for our

Judaics today, like Saul, not only
misinterpret the Tanakh (OT) they also
believe their god gave revelations on Sinai that went far
beyond the Ten Commandments and the Mosaic laws.
These alleged revelations became the “traditions of men”
that Jesus, and later the Apostle Paul, rmly rejected. [18]
Two current examples of man-made traditions are:
1. The “7 Noahide Laws” — which are not Scriptural.
2. Two successive redeemer messiahs will come: BenJoseph and Ben-David. On April 7, 2021, at a large
Jewish event in Florida, “Ben Shapiro graciously
accepted the task of delivering the message of
Moschiach’s [messiah] arrival.” [19]
In stark contrast, the Apostle Paul, wrote to Timothy from
prison, reminding Timothy what his mother and
grandmother had taught him:
“…and that since childhood you have known the Holy
Scriptures, which are able to make you wise unto
salvation through the faith that is in Christ Jesus.” [20]
Salvation is not by status or race, but by faith in Jesus
Christ, the Son of the living God. God’s love through
Jesus Christ cannot be canceled.
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…support abortion and other Democrat Party causes. [6]

